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Theorem 16 in [Piero A. Bonatti, Reasoning with inﬁnite stable models, Artiﬁcial Intelligence
156 (1) (2004) 75–111] states that ground skeptical and credulous inferences under the
stable model semantics are decidable when the given normal logic program is ﬁnitary.
Giovanni Criscuolo and Nicola Leone independently observed in personal communications
that the proof of this theorem relies on an unproved assumption that—at the best of our
current knowledge—might turn out to be false. In this note we correct Theorem 16 by
adding the set of odd-cyclic atoms to the inputs of the computation, and argue that this
change has no impact on the current applications of the theory of ﬁnitary programs.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Finitary programs [4, Deﬁnition 4] are normal logic programs P such that:
(1) P is ﬁnitely recursive, that is, each ground atom in P ’s Herbrand base depends on ﬁnitely many atoms;
(2) P has ﬁnitely many odd-cyclic atoms (those that occur in an odd-cycle, that is, a cycle with an odd number of negative
edges in the dependency graph of P ).
Theorem 16 in [4] and its counterpart in the preliminary version [3] state that ground skeptical and credulous inferences
under the stable model semantics are decidable when the given normal logic program is ﬁnitary. Giovanni Criscuolo and
Nicola Leone independently observed in personal communications that the proof of this theorem relies on the unproved
assumption that the relevant subset R(P ,G) of Ground(P ) [4, Deﬁnition 6] can be effectively computed. At the best of our
knowledge, it is currently not known whether this can actually be proved.
In particular, R(P ,G) is a function of the set of odd-cyclic atoms of P . R(P ,G) would be effectively computable if the
(ﬁnite) set of odd-cyclic atoms were computable given any ﬁnitary program P . The available results cover slightly different
cases and are negative. For example, checking whether a ﬁnitely recursive program has inﬁnitely many odd-cyclic atoms
is undecidable [4, Theorem 27]. The programs used for proving this theorem [4, Fig. 12], which are recursively constructed
from any given Turing machine M and input v , have the additional property that they have some odd-cycle iff M(v)
terminates (cf. discussion before Theorem 27 [4, pp. 100–101]). This proves that:
Theorem 1. Checking whether a ﬁnitely recursive program P has some odd-cyclic atoms is undecidable.
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puted given any ﬁnitary logic program P . As this is currently an open research question, here we are going to correct
Theorem 16 by adding the set of odd-cyclic atoms to the inputs of the computation. Actually, we prove a result where this
parameter can actually be a strict superset of the set of all odd-cycles, which is useful for practical applications.
In the next section we correct Theorem 16, then in Section 3 the impact of this change on the application of the theory
of ﬁnitary programs will be brieﬂy discussed.
2. Correct result
We start by relativizing some deﬁnitions and generalizing some theorems of [4]. We rely on the same notation and
terminology introduced in the preliminaries of [4], including atom dependencies (denoted by A  B). In the following, let C
be a ﬁnite set of ground atoms.
A C-kernel atom for a normal program P and a ground formula F is a ground atom A satisfying some of the following
conditions: (i) A is odd-cyclic; (ii) A occurs in F ; (iii) A is a member of C (note that C-kernel atoms are ground by
deﬁnition). The set of C-kernel atoms for P and F is denoted by KC (P , F ). The relationship between C-kernels and the
kernels of [4] is the following:
KC (P , F ) = K (P , F ) ∪ C .
The C-relevant universe for P and F , denoted by UC (P , F ), is the set of all ground atoms B such that some C-kernel atom
for P and F depends on B . In symbols:
UC (P , F ) =
{
B | for some A ∈ KC (P , F ), A  B
}
.
The C-relevant subprogram for a ground formula F (with respect to program P ), denoted by RC (P , F ), is the set of all rules
in Ground(P ) whose head belongs to UC (P , F ):
RC (P , F ) =
{
R | R ∈ Ground(P ) and head(R) ∈ UC (P , F )
}
.
Basically, RC extends the relevant programs of [4] with the rules that C ’s members depend on.
It can be immediately veriﬁed that Propositions 8 and 9, Lemma 10, and Theorem 11 of [4] remain valid if all occur-
rences of K (P , F ), U (P , F ), and R(P , F ) in their statements and proofs are replaced with KC (P , F ), UC (P , F ), and RC (P , F )
(respectively). In particular, the generalized statement of Theorem 11 is:
Theorem 2. For all ﬁnitely recursive programs P and all ground formulae F ,
(1) P credulously entails F iff RC (P , F ) does.
(2) P skeptically entails F iff RC (P , F ) does.
Lemma 3. If C contains all the odd-cyclic atoms of P ’s Herbrand base and P is a ﬁnite, ﬁnitely recursive program [4, Deﬁnition 3],
then both UC (P , F ) and the program RC (P , F ) can be effectively computed given P , F , and C , for all ground formulae F .
Proof. (Sketch) Since C contains all the odd-cyclic atoms of P , we have that KC (P , F ) consists of the union of C with
the atoms occurring in F , therefore KC (P , F ) can be directly determined from the given information. Then UC (P , F ) and
RC (P , F ) can be computed as follows
(1) initialization:
(a) UC (P , F ) := KC (P , F );
(b) RC (P , F ) := ∅;
(2) repeat:
• choose a rule R ∈ P such that head(R) uniﬁes with some atom in RC (P , F ) with most general uniﬁer θ , and Rθ /∈
RC (P , F );
• let B be the set of all instances of the atoms occurring (possibly negated) in body(Rθ);
• let UC (P , F ) := UC (P , F ) ∪ B;
• let RC (P , F ) := RC (P , F ) ∪ {Rθ};
until no new elements can be added to RC (P , F );
(3) return UC (P , F ) and RC (P , F ).
Since P is ﬁnitely recursive, all the atoms in its Herbrand base depend on ﬁnitely many other atoms by deﬁnition. As a
ﬁrst consequence, body(Rθ) must be ground unless the Herbrand universe is ﬁnite; in both cases B is ﬁnite. As a second
consequence, the repeat/until cycle must terminate. Clearly, the above algorithm collects in UC (P , F ) all the atoms which
C-kernel atoms depend on, and in RC (P , F ) all the rules of Ground(P ) whose head is in UC (P , F ), that is, the algorithm is
correct. 
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Theorem 4. Given a ﬁnitary normal program P and a ﬁnite set C containing (at least) all of the odd-cyclic atoms of P ’s Herbrand base,
(1) deciding whether a ground formula F is a credulous consequence of P is decidable;
(2) deciding whether a ground formula F is a skeptical consequence of P is decidable.
Proof. (Sketch) By Theorem 2, F is a credulous (resp., skeptical) consequence of P iff F is a credulous (resp., skeptical)
consequence of RC (P , F ). Moreover, by Lemma 3, RC (P , F ) can be computed given P , F , and C . Note that, RC (P , F ) is
ground (by deﬁnition) and ﬁnite (by the generalization of [4, Proposition 8]), so the set of all stable models of RC (P , F ) can
be effectively computed. It follows that the inference problems in points (1) and (2) are both decidable. 
3. Discussion
Let us start by brieﬂy recalling how the existing implementations work. Since both of the conditions deﬁning ﬁnitary
programs are undecidable [4, Section 7], the ﬁnitary program recognizer illustrated in [2] performs a sound1 approximate
check using program analysis techniques. In doing so, an approximate set C of odd-cyclic atoms is computed to check the
second condition (on the number of odd-cyclic atoms); the approximation is safe, in the sense that C may be a superset of
the actual odd-cyclic atoms. A representation of C is passed over to the alternative reasoning engines available:
• the skeptical resolution engine uses this information to apply the restricted split derivation strategy [1];
• the relevant program computation module (that works as a front-end between the recognizer and whatever stable
model reasoning engine is adopted) uses C to compute RC (P , F ), for a given query F . As proved in Theorem 4 above,
the answer of the back-end engine computed against RC (P , F ) answers the original problem.
In other words, the existing implementations already work according to the correct theorem. Moreover, the set C is com-
puted anyway (while checking condition (2) in the deﬁnition of ﬁnitary programs) and is of independent interest for the
skeptical resolution engine. We conclude that the error observed in [4] has no impact on the existing applications of the
theory of ﬁnitary programs.
From a theoretical perspective, however, it would be interesting to determine whether Theorem 16 is actually not valid.
As pointed out in the introduction, a crucial related question is whether the set of odd-cyclic atoms can be effectively
computed for any given ﬁnitary program.
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